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Abstract
Nurse station typologies are hypothesized to impact the way in which nurses interact with each other and
maintain co‐awareness. Previous studies tend to describe nurse station typologies with oversimplified
categorizations, i.e. centralized, decentralized and hybrid. There is a lack of rigorous analysis on spatial
qualities of nurse station typologies and the impacts on nurses’ communication. Thus, this study addresses
two key questions,
1) Can we propose some spatial measures to provide more accurate descriptions of nurse station
typologies?
2) Can the proposed measures explain behavioral differences, such as the frequency of nurses’ interaction
and the awareness of peers’ work in hospitals?
A comparative case study is developed on two wings of the Neurology Intensive Care Unit (2D‐ICU) at Emory
University Hospital in Atlanta, USA. We apply a multi‐layered approach including spatial analysis, behavior
mapping, and “co‐awareness network analysis”. For spatial analysis, we propose Integration, Team Distance
and Peer Distance as key metrics to examine the nursing unit as an inter‐connected spatial system. Behavior
data is collected to test the validity of the proposed spatial metrics. In total, 56 sets of behavior mapping and
3,986 events have been collected. A “co‐awareness network mapping” is conducted to find out whether the
spatial qualities of nurses’ assigned alcoves affect their awareness of surrounding environment and peers.
The spatial analysis based on our proposed metrics has revealed more fine –grained spatial differences
between the two wings. Furthermore, the spatial metrics demonstrate strong correlation to nurses observed
behaviors and co‐awareness. The results indicate that the proposed metrics can be used as valid tools for
rigorous analysis of nurse station typology, and contribute to evidence‐based design.
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INTRODUCTION
Many case studies in Space Syntax have linked the building configuration to organizational behaviors,
including movement, physical co‐presence, co‐awareness, and unplanned social interactions (Grajewski,
1993; Penn, Desyllas, & Vaughan, 1999; Peponis et al., 2007; M Rashid, Kampschroer, Wineman, & Zimring,
2006; M Rashid & Zimring, 2003; Kerstin Sailer, Budgen, Lonsdale, Turner, & Penn, 2009; K Sailer & Penn,
2007; Serrato & Wineman, 1999). They suggested that layout attributes such as visibility and accessibility
were important factors in deliberate users’ movement, face‐to‐face communication, co‐awareness and
organizational performance. For example, through studies on seven laboratories, Penn and Hillier (1992)
demonstrated that the rates of "useful" work related inter‐group communication was strongly related to
building integration. Later in a studies on two advertisement agency companies, Penn and his
colleagues(1999) confirmed that seeing each other more frequently might raise the awareness of other
people’s contribution to someone’s own work. More importantly, they pointed out that the location of
workstation would directly affect the person’s possibility to contact with others. People who located in the
more accessible spaces in the building were both more visible and directly reachable by others, thus had
more opportunistic encounter and interaction and might be aware of a far greater number of people. In
governmental office settings, Rashid et al. (2006; 2009) also found that an office with better visibility and
accessibility might help to generate more face‐to‐face interaction because of their effects on visible co‐
presence and movement. In addition, Rashid et al. (2005) discovered that integration was positively related
to individuals' perception of community. Workers who sat next to a more integrated space were more likely
to have a greater sense of community. Wineman and Adhya (2007) also claimed that a well‐connected local
network where users could see and reach each other easily was usually a predictor of a strong sense of
community. Peponis et al. (2007) further pointed out that movement across different parts of the layout
worked as mechanism to generate co‐awareness among different ongoing projects, co‐workers, and global
environment. It facilitates the exchange, reproduction and creation of knowledge.
Distance is another important factor that seems to affect the duration and rate of communication. For
instance, studies have shown that the length and strength of interactions among office workers are
influenced by their physical proximity Beyond a distance of about 30 meters, workers are not likely to talk
(directly) unless there is a particularly important matter (Allen, 1977). In their study on two research and
design laboratories, Serrato and Wineman (1999) also found that the rate of interaction correlated to the
distance from the scientist’s office to the location of interaction. Similarly, Rashid & Zimring (2003) pointed
out the lesser the travel distance between workspace, the higher the potential of interaction.
However, most existing space syntax studies are done in weak programmed settings like offices, museums,
and labs. The application of space syntax theory in more strong programmed spaces such as hospital
environment is comparatively new. In a recent study, Hendrich et al. (2009) use space syntax method to re‐
analyze existing time and motion data in nursing units. They reveal that the nurse assignments with higher
integration/centrality can lead to greater frequency of nurses’ visits to patient rooms and the nurse station.
Trzpuc and Martin (2010) analyzed three nursing unit plans, a centralized station with four pods, a
centralized station with six pods, and a hybrid station, based on two space syntax concepts, visibility and
connectivity. However, their analysis stayed on the qualitative descriptions of spatial propensity and failed
to establish the correlation between space and nurses’ frequency of communication and perceived social
support. In this study, we extend the examination on the relationship between spatial layout and spatial
behaviors such as face‐to‐face communication and co‐awareness to hospital settings. More importantly, we
propose a more systematic approach to evaluate the spatial configuration of nursing units with quantitative
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spatial measures. The validity of the spatial measures in predicting nurses’ communication and learning is
tested through a case study. The study focuses on the following questions:
1) What are the spatial measures that might effectively describe the differences of nurse station typology?
2) Can the proposed measures explain behavioral differences, such as the frequency of interaction and the
awareness of peers’ work?

LITERATURE REVIEW
Communication and Informal Implicit Learning
Communication in healthcare has long been recognized as important in mitigating perceptions of stressful
work situations, offloading stress(Coiera, Jayasuriya, Hardy, Bannan, & Thorpe, 2002; House & Wells, 1978),
enhancing social relationships and promoting individual and organization health and performance (Tyson,
Lambert, & Beattie, 2002), and strengthening teamwork and overall healthcare delivery (Wood, Farrow, &
Elliot, 1994). Communication also has direct and indirect impacts on patient outcomes (Baggs et al., 1999).
More importantly, communication plays an active role in effective learning. A nursing unit can be viewed as
a ‘Community of Practice’ (Becker, 2007). The repertoire of knowledge is built up through a collection of
communal resources, e.g. examples, artifacts, vocabularies, and routines that community members can
draw upon (Lave & Wenger, 1991; Wenger, 1999). The tacit knowledge transmits and accumulates by
engaging in the ‘community of practice’ through communication and collaboration. It is similar to what
Hutchins (1995) defines as ‘distributed cognition’. He claims that knowledge may be distributed across the
members of a social group and the environmental structure. To construct strong social relationship and to
develop the ability to identify and go to the right person who has the specific knowledge is important in
gaining a wealth of problem‐solving capacity. In addition, the acquisition of tacit knowledge requires an
immersion in the work environment that allows for both observation of peers’ work and active interaction
with tasks (Berry, 1991; Reber, 1993). This type of situation‐at‐hand informal learning can best take place in
an environment where everyone engages in problem solving, and where there is a sense of companionship
(Spouse, 2001). Therefore, an effective learning environment should support rich visual connections and
active informal communications to facilitate knowledge transmission.
To clarify, the communication we are interested in this study is the face‐to‐face communication. Despite the
increasing role of technology in supporting communication in hospital settings, the face‐to‐face
communication still is the most important and reliable way of communication (Coiera, et al., 2002; Goldszer,
2004). Most face‐to‐face communications are unplanned, impromptu conversations that are strongly
influenced by spatial configurations. Hence, the design of nurse unit is not only related to degree of patient
care and staff satisfaction (McCarthy, 2004), but also to the possibilities of informal communication and
learning.

Nurse Station Typology
A nursing unit is a basic unit in a hospital or other health care delivery setting that provides the necessary
functions for health care professionals delivery care to their patients. It is usually consists of patient care
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space, family/visitor space, staff support space including nurse station and other support space. The layout
of nursing unit is strongly driven by the location of the nurse station and its relationship to patient rooms
and other support areas. Traditional nursing unit design is usually based on one central nurse station located
in the middle of the unit to overlook at most of patient rooms. The purpose is both to guarantee the
maximum surveillance on patients and to reduce nurses’ overall walking distance.
Recently the contexts in which the healthcare organizations operate have changed dramatically, such as the
shift to patient and family‐centered care, more integrated care process and collaborative care model, and
rapid updating of technology and equipment. As a result, traditional centralized nurse stations have been
gradually replaced by decentralized work stations, for the potential benefits of better patient visibility,
increasing direct patient care time, and reducing walking distance (Joseph, 2006).
However, debates persist on the impact of decentralized nurse stations on nurses’ communication and
implicit learning. Some studies suggest that they may increase the perception of nurse isolation from other
caregivers, thus decrease the social interaction and learning (Bromberg, 2006; Flynn & Barista, 2005; Tyson,
et al., 2002). In a pre‐post study on an ICCU, Dutta (2008) found that the frequency and length of
communication between caregivers decreased when the staff moved from the centralized to the
decentralized nurse station design. Based on an explorative comparative study on decentralized and
centralized medical‐surgical units, Gurascio‐Howard and Malloch (2007) suggested a lack of RN‐RN
networking opportunity in the decentralized design. Zborowsky et al. (2010) conducted comparative studies
in three centralized and three decentralized units and discovered that consultations with medical staff and
social interactions were significantly less frequent in decentralized nurse stations. The above studies provide
us rich descriptions of how nurses used the space differently in centralized and decentralized designs.
However, they fail to capture the mechanism that leads to reduction of interactions in the decentralized
designs.
To add on the complexity of the problem, the field doesn’t have a consistent categorization of nurse station
typologies, which makes comparing and applying existing studies in future designs difficult. The diagram
below shows five basic components of a nurse station typology: central station, sub nurse station, pod,
distributed alcoves and mobile work stations (Figure 1). In practice, there are infinite numbers of
combinations of those components. However, they are currently simplified as centralized, decentralized,
and hybrid nurse station typologies. Moreover, existing studies examine nurse station typologies with
subjective descriptions of each component. There is a lack of study on the relationship among the
components as a spatial system. In this study, we propose some spatial measures to systematically examine
the spatial configuration of different nurse station typologies. We further test the proposed spatial
measures with observed behaviors through a case study in one intensive care unit.
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Figure 1: Diagram of Nurse Station Typology

SETTING AND SAMPLE
The case study is conducted at a recently designed Neurological Intensive Unit (2D ICU) at Emory University
Hospital. The weekday staffing includes 11 RN, 1 nurse manager, 3 nurse practitioners, 1 attending physician,
and 2‐3 resident physicians. Although the 2D ICU is based on the same group of care givers and operating as
one whole unit, the service corridor in the middle naturally breaks it into two sub‐units, 2D‐West (2D‐W)
and 2D‐East (2D‐E). Each sub‐unit is served by a central nurse station and several alcoves. Each alcove is
assigned to one nurse who is in charge of two adjacent patient rooms. The alcoves recede from the corridor
yet maintain certain visibility toward peer alcoves. Although the two wings have similar components, they
are sufficiently different in configuration. The west wing is composed of 14 patient rooms with a total area
of 10,840 sq ft. The east wing has only 6 patient rooms with a total area of 5100 sq ft. Comparing to the 2D‐
West, the alcoves in 2D‐East seem to be more equally related to both the central station and the peer
alcoves. The two wings provide an opportunity for a natural comparative study on the effects of spatial
configuration on nurses’ communication. For easy reference, we assign a name for each alcove and central
nurse station (Figure 2). For example, the central nurse station on the west wing is coded as “C (W)”. The
alcove on the upper left hand of the west wing is coded as “W1”.
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Figure 2: 2D ICU plan at Emory Hospital

METHODS
We applied a multi‐layered approach combining qualitative and quantitative methods to examine space and
nurses’ behavior. Quantitative methods included spatial analysis and behavior mapping. Qualitative method
was based on an awareness network analysis.

Spatial Analysis
We used the program Depthmap to conduct spatial analysis and describe the patterns of visibility. In
addition to the Integration as a generic measure of visibility (Figure 3a), we developed two relational metrics,
Team‐base Distance (TD) and Peer Distance (PD) to describe specific spatial relationships between nurse
station components. These two values are based on the concept of step depth, which is a relational value
and measures the number of turns (plus one) that needed to be transversed from the current location to see
any other location within the plan (Turner, 2004). Every space that is directly visible from the selected origin
is counted as one step away from that origin. In other words, step depth can represent the degree of
accessibility between points of interests. For TD, we set one central nurse station as the origin, and
calculated the Step Depth from the origin to each alcove in the same sub‐unit. This value demonstrated how
the nurse in each alcove perceived her distance from her immediate team‐base. In addition, we proposed
PD as another metric to depict the spatial relationship among alcoves. It was the average value of the Step
Depth from the selected alcove to all other alcoves (Figure 3b).
We further differentiated the impact of space on the sense of community in the immediate sub‐unit and the
overall 2D unit with two values, Local PD and Global PD. The former value was calculated based on the
values within the sub‐unit, while the latter was based on the whole unit. For instance, the Local PD of W1
was the average value of its step depth to all seven peer alcoves in the 2D‐W. The Global PD of W1 was the
average value of its step depth to all ten peer alcoves in the 2D ICU.
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As physical proximity is important for communication, we also include the measure of Metric Step Depth,
which is a weighted version of the Step Depth, considering the metric distance from one location to another
(Turner, 2004). Both the Visual and Metric Step Depth values were calculated for all measures. In short, the
TD represented the visual proximity to team work and the PD represented the visual proximity to peer
alcoves. Both values might contribute to nurses’ sense of community.

Figure 3a (left): 2D ICU East & West Wing Visual Integration Graph
Figure 3b (right): Visual Step Depth Graph with W3 as the origin
(The value goes from low to high following the color changing from blue to red light to dark)

Behavior Mapping
Behavior mapping was used to capture the aggregated patterns of people’s distribution and interaction in
the setting. The data was collected by a group of 5 observers over a period of 2 weeks. Two trained
observers documented the physical locations of all those present in the ICU via a standard route at each
wing simultaneously (Figure 4). Each cycle was approximately 15 minutes. The identity of people and their
status of interaction/non‐interaction, using/without using surface and computer were recorded. In total, 56
sets of behavior mapping and 3,986 events were recorded in each wing, covering equal amount of morning
and afternoon shifts. All data was input into ArcviewGIS 3.2 for analysis.
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Figure 4: The behavior mapping template

Awareness Network Mapping
In order to obtain triangulation data to supplement the observational data, we proposed a ‘peer awareness
network mapping’. The awareness level is a good indicator of the sense of community and social support,
since nurses have to be continually aware of what peers are doing to provide timely help. In this study, the
awareness has two levels, the patient rooms and the location of peers. We asked the nurse to map in the
plan the rooms which she is aware of the status and also peers who she knows their assigned alcoves (Figure
5). The awareness network is then correlated to the nurse’s own assigned alcove. It would reveal how the
spatial properties of the assigned alcove might impact the co‐awareness and knowledge transmission. The
data is obtained in four days. The final 11 sets of data cover all 11 alcoves in the 2D‐ICU.
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Figure 5: Peer Awareness Analysis for the nurse assigned in E2

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Are 2d‐E and 2d‐W Spatially Different?
To answer this question, we compare all key measures of nurse station typology between 2D‐W and 2D‐E,
including the type and size of each component; whether it has barriers and clear definition of ownership;
and its spatial measures including visual Integration, TD, and PD (Table 1).

Table 1: The nurse station typology metrics
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At the first glance, the 2D‐W and 2D‐E have similar Integration value (4.68 and 4.59). But the Integration
values of the 2D‐W alcoves demonstrate larger variance comparing to the 2D‐E alcoves (3.77‐5.43 versus
4.18‐4.5). This implies that some alcoves in 2D‐W are located in very integrated locations, while others are
located in very segregated locations (e.g. W3=5.45 and W4=3.77). We further run the step depth analysis to
calculate each alcove’s TD and PD. The results demonstrate that the average TD of the west wing is larger
than east wing, 1.84 (visual) and 382.13 (metric) comparing to 1.66 (visual) and 294.13 (metric). That means
the visual connection from the alcoves to the central station is weaker in the 2D‐W than the 2D‐E. For the
Local PD, the alcoves in the 2D‐E also have significantly lower values than the 2D‐E (for visual Local PD,
p=0.0143 and for Metric Local PD, p=0.0066). However, if we consider the whole 2D‐ICU, the Metric Global
PD of alcoves in the 2D‐E is significantly larger than those in the 2D‐W (p=0.0004). It shows that although the
alcoves in the 2D‐E form a well‐connected local network, they have a weaker connection to the overall 2D‐
ICU peer alcoves comparing to those in the west wings (Figure 6).

Oneway Analysis of Visual Local PD By Wing
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Figure 6a (left): the t‐test of Visual Local PD by wing; Figure 6b (middle): the t‐test of Metric Local PD by wing; Figure 6c (right): the t‐
test of Metric Global PD by wing

In short, although 2D‐W and 2D‐E are both based on hybrid nurse station typology, they demonstrate quite
different spatial characters in terms of visibility integration and the inter‐relationship among the central
station and peer alcoves.

Do Spatial Differences Reflect in Nurses’ Behaviors?
Next, we overlay nurses’ behavioral data on the spatial analysis to check if the spatial differences are
reflected in patterns of presence and interactions (Figure 7). The resulted data demonstrates a high
tendency of clusters of presence and communications in central nurse station and alcoves in both wings. It is
consistent with the nature of the ICU nurses’ work, which requires them to keep close attention to their
patients. A closer examination reveals different nurses’ interaction patterns in two wings. The east wing
displays a more evenly distributed presence and communications than the west wing. Here we use the
Interaction Ratio to offset the different size of two sub‐units. It is the number of interactions happens in the
point of interest divided by the overall number of interactions happen in the sub‐unit. The resulted
Interaction Ratio of C (E) is 25%, while each alcove in the 2D‐E accounts for 10‐15% of overall interactions.
By contrast, the Interaction Ratio of C (W) is 32% and the Interaction Ratio of each alcove varies from 2% to
8%. It suggests that in 2D‐W, the central station is perceived as the hub of communication. The reason might
be because the 2D‐W has larger Local PD than the 2D‐E, thus nurses in the 2D‐W are more segregated from
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each other and have to use the C (W) as the point of contact. In addition, the higher Integration value of C
(W) over C (E) (5.07 versus 4.59), contributes to a greater opportunity of interactions.

Figure 7 (Top): Overlay of nurse presence distribution pattern and integration graph (Bottom): Overlay of nurse interaction pattern and
integration graph (each circle represents one nurse)

Another interesting pattern related to communication and learning is the co‐existence of interaction and
engagement with surface. 40% of nurses’ interactions are engaged with surface use in the 2D‐W and 48% in
the 2D‐E. It implies that the placement of the alcove surfaces in the 2D‐E can better support nurses’
communications during work. While in the west wing, nurses who sit in alcoves “isolated” from peers
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sometime have to leave their alcoves to interact, which generate conflict with their task to surveillance
patients. The conflict between the spatial ‘affordance’ and organizational culture may result in reduction of
informal communication. To test that, we categorize alcoves as High, Medium, and Low groups based on
their PD values. The Tukey’s test reveal that nurses assigned in alcoves with lower Metric Local PD have
significantly higher interaction ratio (p=0.036 comparing to the High group and p=0.0438 comparing to the
Medium group) (Figure 8).

Figure 8: Tukey’s HSD all pair comparison of interaction ratio between the High, Medium, and Low Metric Local PD value groups

Awareness Network Mapping Analysis
The awareness network data further supports our hypothesis from nurses’ point of view.
The overall number of rooms that a nurse is aware of patient status is positively correlated to the global
integration value of her alcove (R=0.715, p=0.004). In other words, nurses who are assigned in alcoves with
better visibility and accessibility tend to have a better idea of what is going on in the whole unit.
The room awareness mapping also reveals that, most of the patient rooms that nurses are aware of are
located within her immediate sub‐unit. It is then important to understand to what extend that space
measures impact nurses’ understanding of their local community or the sub‐unit they work in. In order to
rule out the difference of number of rooms in each sub‐unit and allow cross comparison, we divide the
number of room awareness of each alcove by the overall number of rooms in its immediate sub‐unit. For
instance, the nurse who locates in the alcove W1 reported that she was aware of four patients rooms, the
resulted Room Awareness Ratio is 4/14=0.286.
When we link spatial measures to the Room Awareness Ratio, we find that the Room Awareness Ratio is
negatively correlated to the Visual and Metric Local PD (R=‐.604, p=0.049 and R=‐.644, p=.033 respectively).
The reason might be that nurses who sit in the alcoves well connected to peers in the local community are
more likely to be recruited for help, therefore have a better awareness of other patients’ conditions.
The Peer Awareness value is found to be negatively correlated to the Metric Global PD of the assigned
alcove (R=‐.698, p=.017). The larger the distance, the less the nurse is aware of her peer’s location. In other
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words, if the nurse is located in an alcove where she has to both make more turns and walk longer to reach
her peer, she is less likely to have a clear idea of where other peers are. The implication is that she may feel
more isolated and poorly supported.
We realize that nurses’ years of experience might be a confounding variable, since more experienced nurses
are more likely to develop strategies to obtain a better understanding of the overall situation of the unit and
their colleagues. We further conduct partial Pearson correlation to control the confounding factor of length
of work experience. Although the correlation between the Room Awareness Ratio and Visual Local PD is not
significant (p=0.069), the Room Awareness Ratio is still negatively correlated to the Metric Local PD (R=‐.636,
p=.048). In addition, the negative correlation between the Metric Global PD and nurses’ awareness of peers’
holds true even when we control the factor of nurses’ years of experiences (R=‐.710, p=.021). In simple
words, despite the impact of their length of work experience, the Metric Local PD has predictable negative
effects on nurses’ room awareness ratio and Metric Global PD has predictable negative effects on nurses’
peer awareness.

CONCLUSION
Overall, this research provides an in‐depth understanding of the spatial layout of nursing unit and its
correlation to nurses’ communication and learning. As we have shown in the comparative case study in two
wings of the 2D‐ICU, seemingly similar designs might have fairly different spatial relationships and divergent
communication patterns. The spatial metrics we proposed, such as Integration, Team‐base Distance, and
Peer Distance are effective spatial measures in explaining the fine‐grained spatial differences between
similar nursing unit layouts.
Furthermore, those spatial metrics demonstrate strong correlation to nurses’ distribution, interaction, and
co‐awareness. The correlation between spatial layout and behaviors can be better reflected by metric
analysis than angularity analysis. Nurses assigned in alcoves with lower Metric Local Peer Distance have
significantly higher interaction ratio. The Metric Peer Distance of nurses’ alcoves shows a strong negative
correlation to nurses’ awareness of other patients’ condition and the peers’ location.
The spatial metrics provide a more precise way of documenting and analyzing nurse station designs. They
can be applied as a standard tool to build comparable literatures in the future, and help architects make
more informed design decisions. Instead of using the traditional centralized, decentralized, and hybrid
layout to describe nurse station typology, we propose to classify nurse station designs based on the spatial
relationship between different components using the proposed spatial metrics. In other words, we can use
low TD/low PD, high TD/low PD, low TD/high PD, and high TD/high PD to provide a more accurate reading of
the nurse station typology (Figure 9).
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Team Distance (Low to High)

High TD/High PD
High TD/Low PD

Low TD/ Low PD
Low TD/High PD

Peer Distance (Low to High)

Figure 9: Re‐classify nurse station typology based on Team Distance (TD) and Peer Distance (PD)

More studies on a large sample of designs with diverse nurse station typologies should be conducted to
generate the threshold value of Team Distance (TD) and Peer Distance (PD). Further research is also needed
in a larger sampling universe to examine the correlation of spatial metrics of nurse unit design with spatial
behaviors, and even with organizational outcomes such as learning performance and work efficiency.
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